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Abstract 

In regards to payment systems, this paper explores biometric authentication. To 

recognize a person, biometrics utilizes biological features or behavioral features. A 

biometrics system is an efficient pattern recognition system that uses various models 

comparable to retina patterns, iris patterns, and biological characteristics such as 

fingerprints, voice recognition, facial geometry, hand recognition, etc. Biometric 

payment system is protected and extremely trouble-free to use and even without using 

password or top secret codes to bear in mind as compared to prior system such as credit 

card payment system, mobile banking etc.So the issue is that a individual must 

remember their passwords or secret code and be sure to always bring it with him. So 

this issue will be solved by biometric technology. For small business owners, greater 

application of the biometric payment system will be more reasonably priced.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Biometrics is an automated method of acknowledging an individual based on an attribute 

of physiology or behavior [1]. Biometric techniques used for a wide range of highly 

secure recognition and private authentication solutions to be established. The need for 

extremely safe identification and private verification techniques is becoming evident as 

the rate of safety breaches and transaction fraud rises[2]. Biometric-based solutions are 

capable of offering private information, privacy and confidential economic 

transactions.Used alone or embedded with other techniques such as smart cards, 

encryption keys and digital signatures, biometrics will pervade almost every aspect of the 
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economy and our everyday lives[3]. The use of biometrics for private authentication 

becomes more convenient and much more precise than present techniques.This is because 

biometrics connects the event to a specific person is convenient, it can provide an audit 

trail accurately and it becomes socially acceptable and cheap[4]. 

Fingerprint: Fingerprint looks at fingertip patterns. There are a number of solutions to 

verifying fingerprints[5]. Some emulate the traditional technique of matching minutiae by 

police; others use straight pattern matching equipment; and others are somewhat more 

distinctive, including pictures and ultrasound. 

Iris:On the other side, biometric based on Iris includes analyzing the characteristics 

discovered in the colored tissue ring surrounding the pupil[6]. Iris scanning, without 

doubt the less intrusive of eyerelated biometrics, utilizes a relatively standard camera 

component and does not require close contact between the user and the reader. 

Signature:Verification of signatures analyzes how a user signs his name. Signing 

characteristics like speed, speed, and pressure are just as essential as the static form of the 

completed signature[7]. Signature verification has a synergy with current procedures that 

are not done by other biometrics. Individuals are used to signatures as a means of 

verifying transactional identity 

Voice Authentication:Voice authentication does not depends upon voice recognition, 

but on voiceto-print authentication, where complicated technology converts speech into 

text[8]. Voice biometrics has the greatest development potential because no hardware is 

required because most PCs already have a microphone. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Biometrics is a means of verifying personal identity by evaluating and analyzing 

distinctive physical or behavioral properties such as fingerprints or patterns of speech. 

The conclusion of this entire document is that the cardless payment system should be 

substituted and that there must be simpler, more reliable, more safe, more cash-free and 

more tension-free payment system, I biometric payment system where nobody has to 

carry dozens of cards for shopping, traveling, going to office, college or bank as a door 
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lock.Customer must position their fingers on the fingerprint in the fingerprint payment 

system and then the scanner will acknowledge the account belonging to that individual 

and deposit the bill. It is therefore simple for both client and vendor because there is no 

need to scratch the credit card and then enter code if code is forgotten or if some time 

card is unable to read and there are many more issues with the card payment system. 
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